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industrial electronics N1
Industrial Quality Control
This classic textbook/reference contains a complete integration of the processes
which influence quality and reliability in product specification, design, test,
manufacture and support. Provides a step-by-step explanation of proven
techniques for the development and production of reliable engineering equipment
as well as details of the highly regarded work of Taguchi and Shainin. New to this
edition: over 75 pages of self-assessment questions plus a revised bibliography
and references. The book fulfills the requirements of the qualifying examinations in
reliability engineering of the Institute of Quality Assurance, UK and the American
Society of Quality Control.

Digital Control Engineering
Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs by Harold Abelson and Gerald
Jay Sussman is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0
License.

The Industrial Electronics Handbook
Digital controllers are part of nearly all modern personal, industrial, and
transportation systems. Every senior or graduate student of electrical, chemical or
mechanical engineering should therefore be familiar with the basic theory of digital
controllers. This new text covers the fundamental principles and applications of
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digital control engineering, with emphasis on engineering design. Fadali and Visioli
cover analysis and design of digitally controlled systems and describe applications
of digital controls in a wide range of fields. With worked examples and Matlab
applications in every chapter and many end-of-chapter assignments, this text
provides both theory and practice for those coming to digital control engineering
for the first time, whether as a student or practicing engineer. Extensive Use of
computational tools: Matlab sections at end of each chapter show how to
implement concepts from the chapter Frees the student from the drudgery of
mundane calculations and allows him to consider more subtle aspects of control
system analysis and design An engineering approach to digital controls: emphasis
throughout the book is on design of control systems. Mathematics is used to help
explain concepts, but throughout the text discussion is tied to design and
implementation. For example coverage of analog controls in chapter 5 is not
simply a review, but is used to show how analog control systems map to digital
control systems Review of Background Material: contains review material to aid
understanding of digital control analysis and design. Examples include discussion
of discrete-time systems in time domain and frequency domain (reviewed from
linear systems course) and root locus design in s-domain and z-domain (reviewed
from feedback control course) Inclusion of Advanced Topics In addition to the basic
topics required for a one semester senior/graduate class, the text includes some
advanced material to make it suitable for an introductory graduate level class or
for two quarters at the senior/graduate level. Examples of optional topics are statespace methods, which may receive brief coverage in a one semester course, and
nonlinear discrete-time systems Minimal Mathematics Prerequisites The
mathematics background required for understanding most of the book is based on
what can be reasonably expected from the average electrical, chemical or
mechanical engineering senior. This background includes three semesters of
calculus, differential equations and basic linear algebra. Some texts on digital
control require more

Plasma Medicine
This text addresses the application of machine vision as a sensor for highperformance control of robot manipulator position. In order to achieve highperformance it is argued that it is necessary to have accurate dynamical models of
the system to be controlled (the robot) and the sensor (the camera and vision
system). The text provides supporting theory, experimentation and practical
coverage of the topic.

Fundamentals of Digital Manufacturing Science
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master
the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and
digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
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Japanese Picture Dictionary
This book is the outcome of a series of discussions at the Philips Symposium on
Intelligent Algorithms, held in Eindhoven in December 2004. It offers exciting and
practical examples of the use of intelligent algorithms in ambient and biomedical
computing. It contains topics such as bioscience computing, database design,
machine consciousness, scheduling, video summarization, audio classification,
semantic reasoning, machine learning, tracking and localization, secure
computing, and communication.

Drum
Software-Defined Radio for Engineers
Digital Design and Computer Architecture
From traditional topics that form the core of industrial electronics, to new and
emerging concepts and technologies, The Industrial Electronics Handbook, in a
single volume, has the field covered. Nowhere else will you find so much
information on so many major topics in the field. For facts you need every day, and
for discussions on topics you have only dreamed of, The Industrial Electronics
Handbook is an ideal reference.

Industrial Electronics N3
A fun and helpful resource for anyone interested in learning some
Japanese—whether you're 5 or 100! This picture dictionary covers the 1,500 most
useful Japanese words and phrases. Each word and sentence is given in Japanese
script—with a Romanized version to help you pronounce it correctly—along with
the English meaning. The words are grouped into 40 different themes or topics,
including basics like meeting someone new and using public transportation to
culture-specific topics like celebrating Japanese holidays and eating Japanese food.
This colorful picture dictionary includes: Hundreds of color photographs 1,500
Japanese words and phrases 40 different topics—from social media and WiFi to
paying and counting Example sentences showing how the words are used
Companion online audio recordings by native Japanese speakers of all the
vocabulary and sentences An introduction to Japanese pronunciation and grammar
An index to allow you to quickly look up words Japanese Picture Dictionary makes
language learning more fun than traditional phrasebooks. This resource is perfect
for beginners of all ages—curious kids, visual learners and future travelers to
Japan.

Current Index to Journals in Education Semi-Annual
Cumulations, 1987
The second edition of the Handbook of Induction Heating reflects the number of
substantial advances that have taken place over the last decade in theory,
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computer modeling, semi-conductor power supplies, and process technology of
induction heating and induction heat treating. This edition continues to be a
synthesis of information, discoveries, and technical insights that have been
accumulated at Inductoheat Inc. With an emphasis on design and implementation,
the newest edition of this seminal guide provides numerous case studies, ready-touse tables, diagrams, rules-of-thumb, simplified formulas, and graphs for working
professionals and students.

Light This Candle
Weighing in on the growth of innovative technologies, the adoption of new
standards, and the lack of educational development as it relates to current and
emerging applications, the third edition of Introduction to Instrumentation and
Measurements uses the authors’ 40 years of teaching experience to expound on
the theory, science, and art of modern instrumentation and measurements (I&M).
What’s New in This Edition: This edition includes material on modern integrated
circuit (IC) and photonic sensors, micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) and nano-electromechanical (NEM) sensors, chemical and radiation sensors, signal conditioning,
noise, data interfaces, and basic digital signal processing (DSP), and upgrades
every chapter with the latest advancements. It contains new material on the
designs of micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) sensors, adds two new chapters on
wireless instrumentation and microsensors, and incorporates extensive biomedical
examples and problems. Containing 13 chapters, this third edition: Describes
sensor dynamics, signal conditioning, and data display and storage Focuses on
means of conditioning the analog outputs of various sensors Considers noise and
coherent interference in measurements in depth Covers the traditional topics of DC
null methods of measurement and AC null measurements Examines Wheatstone
and Kelvin bridges and potentiometers Explores the major AC bridges used to
measure inductance, Q, capacitance, and D Presents a survey of sensor
mechanisms Includes a description and analysis of sensors based on the giant
magnetoresistive effect (GMR) and the anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) effect
Provides a detailed analysis of mechanical gyroscopes, clinometers, and
accelerometers Contains the classic means of measuring electrical quantities
Examines digital interfaces in measurement systems Defines digital signal
conditioning in instrumentation Addresses solid-state chemical microsensors and
wireless instrumentation Introduces mechanical microsensors (MEMS and NEMS)
Details examples of the design of measurement systems Introduction to
Instrumentation and Measurements is written with practicing engineers and
scientists in mind, and is intended to be used in a classroom course or as a
reference. It is assumed that the reader has taken core EE curriculum courses or
their equivalents.

Industrial Engineering in the Big Data Era
Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications explores the variety of techniques
commonly used to analyze and interpret images. It also describes challenging realworld applications where vision is being successfully used, both for specialized
applications such as medical imaging, and for fun, consumer-level tasks such as
image editing and stitching, which students can apply to their own personal photos
and videos. More than just a source of “recipes,” this exceptionally authoritative
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and comprehensive textbook/reference also takes a scientific approach to basic
vision problems, formulating physical models of the imaging process before
inverting them to produce descriptions of a scene. These problems are also
analyzed using statistical models and solved using rigorous engineering
techniques. Topics and features: structured to support active curricula and projectoriented courses, with tips in the Introduction for using the book in a variety of
customized courses; presents exercises at the end of each chapter with a heavy
emphasis on testing algorithms and containing numerous suggestions for small
mid-term projects; provides additional material and more detailed mathematical
topics in the Appendices, which cover linear algebra, numerical techniques, and
Bayesian estimation theory; suggests additional reading at the end of each
chapter, including the latest research in each sub-field, in addition to a full
Bibliography at the end of the book; supplies supplementary course material for
students at the associated website, http://szeliski.org/Book/. Suitable for an upperlevel undergraduate or graduate-level course in computer science or engineering,
this textbook focuses on basic techniques that work under real-world conditions
and encourages students to push their creative boundaries. Its design and
exposition also make it eminently suitable as a unique reference to the
fundamental techniques and current research literature in computer vision.

Popular Mechanics
An introduction to the state-of-the-art control systems used in industry, this
valuable text identifies the elements that comprise a closed-loop network and
continues to explain in detail the function of each. Expanded coverage of DC and
AC drives and programmable controls offer readers an industrial career
perspective. Examples of real-world applications are presented without requiring
difficult mathematical calculations. ALSO AVAILABLE Laboratory Manual, ISBN:
0-8273-5969-1 INSTRUCTOR SUPPLEMENTS CALL CUSTOMER SUPPORT TO ORDER
Instructor's Guide, ISBN: 0-8273-5828-8

Engineering Science N4
Based on the popular Artech House classic, Digital Communication Systems
Engineering with Software-Defined Radio, this book provides a practical approach
to quickly learning the software-defined radio (SDR) concepts needed for work in
the field. This up-to-date volume guides readers on how to quickly prototype
wireless designs using SDR for real-world testing and experimentation. This book
explores advanced wireless communication techniques such as OFDM, LTE, WLA,
and hardware targeting. Readers will gain an understanding of the core concepts
behind wireless hardware, such as the radio frequency front-end, analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters, as well as various processing technologies.
Moreover, this volume includes chapters on timing estimation, matched filtering,
frame synchronization message decoding, and source coding. The orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing is explained and details about HDL code generation
and deployment are provided. The book concludes with coverage of the WLAN
toolbox with OFDM beacon reception and the LTE toolbox with downlink reception.
Multiple case studies are provided throughout the book. Both MATLAB and Simulink
source code are included to assist readers with their projects in the field.
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Aircraft Electrical and Electronic Systems
This book provides an introduction to the mathematics needed to model, analyze,
and design feedback systems. It is an ideal textbook for undergraduate and
graduate students, and is indispensable for researchers seeking a self-contained
reference on control theory. Unlike most books on the subject, Feedback Systems
develops transfer functions through the exponential response of a system, and is
accessible across a range of disciplines that utilize feedback in physical, biological,
information, and economic systems. Karl Åström and Richard Murray use
techniques from physics, computer science, and operations research to introduce
control-oriented modeling. They begin with state space tools for analysis and
design, including stability of solutions, Lyapunov functions, reachability, state
feedback observability, and estimators. The matrix exponential plays a central role
in the analysis of linear control systems, allowing a concise development of many
of the key concepts for this class of models. Åström and Murray then develop and
explain tools in the frequency domain, including transfer functions, Nyquist
analysis, PID control, frequency domain design, and robustness. They provide
exercises at the end of every chapter, and an accompanying electronic solutions
manual is available. Feedback Systems is a complete one-volume resource for
students and researchers in mathematics, engineering, and the sciences. Covers
the mathematics needed to model, analyze, and design feedback systems Serves
as an introductory textbook for students and a self-contained resource for
researchers Includes exercises at the end of every chapter Features an electronic
solutions manual Offers techniques applicable across a range of disciplines

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines
Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic Imaging, Second Edition provides
a coherent introduction to the principles and applications of the integrated optical
microscope system, covering both theoretical and practical considerations. It
expands and updates discussions of multi-spectral imaging, intensified digital
cameras, signal colocalization, and uses of objectives, and offers guidance in the
selection of microscopes and electronic cameras, as well as appropriate auxiliary
optical systems and fluorescent tags. The book is divided into three sections
covering optical principles in diffraction and image formation, basic modes of light
microscopy, and components of modern electronic imaging systems and image
processing operations. Each chapter introduces relevant theory, followed by
descriptions of instrument alignment and image interpretation. This revision
includes new chapters on live cell imaging, measurement of protein dynamics,
deconvolution microscopy, and interference microscopy. PowerPoint slides of the
figures as well as other supplementary materials for instructors are available at a
companion website: www.wiley.com/go/murphy/lightmicroscopy

Computer Vision
Elements of Fiction Writing - Conflict and Suspense
Interest in permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) is continuously
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increasing worldwide, especially with the increased use of renewable energy and
the electrification of transports. This book contains the successful submissions of
fifteen papers to a Special Issue of Energies on the subject area of “Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Machines”. The focus is on permanent magnet synchronous
machines and the electrical systems they are connected to. The presented work
represents a wide range of areas. Studies of control systems, both for permanent
magnet synchronous machines and for brushless DC motors, are presented and
experimentally verified. Design studies of generators for wind power, wave power
and hydro power are presented. Finite element method simulations and analytical
design methods are used. The presented studies represent several of the different
research fields on permanent magnet machines and electric drives.

Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs - 2nd
Edition
2010 First International Conference on Electrical and Electronics Engineering was
held in Wuhan, China December 4-5. Advanced Electrical and Electronics
Engineering book contains 72 revised and extended research articles written by
prominent researchers participating in the conference. Topics covered include,
Power Engineering, Telecommunication, Control engineering, Signal processing,
Integrated circuit, Electronic amplifier, Nano-technologies, Circuits and networks,
Microelectronics, Analog circuits, Digital circuits, Nonlinear circuits, Mixed-mode
circuits, Circuits design, Sensors, CAD tools, DNA computing, Superconductivity
circuits. Electrical and Electronics Engineering will offer the state of art of
tremendous advances in Electrical and Electronics Engineering and also serve as
an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate students working with/on
Electrical and Electronics Engineering.

Engineering Science
Don't worry—there's no need to stress about JLPT test prep! As the founder of
JLPTBootCamp.com—a test prep website with more than 300,000 annual
visitors—Clayton MacKnight has helped tens of thousands of students to pass the
JLPT N5 exam. Now, he's distilled his study resources and tips into a handy musthave volume for anyone prepping for this important language test. MacKnight's
complete study package fully prepares the exam-taker by providing: Clear and
simple grammar lessons with sample sentence patterns Printable vocabulary,
Hiragana, Katakana, and Kanji flash cards Over 300 sample test questions Three
printable practice tests (all with answer keys and free online audio recordings for
the listening portions) Exam-takers can stop worrying and take the uncertainty out
of exam prep because the JPLT Study Guide shows them exactly what to
expect—and how to pass the test with flying colors! The Japanese Language
Proficiency Test (JLPT) is the standardized test taken by everyone who wants to
study or work in Japan.

India Looks Ahead
Intelligent Algorithms in Ambient and Biomedical Computing
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On the various aspects of contemporary India.

Visual Control of Robots
This comprehensive text is suitable for researchers and graduatestudents of a ‘hot’
new topic in medical physics. Written by the world’s leading experts, this bookaims
to present recent developments in plasma medicine, bothtechnological and
scientific, reviewed in a fashion accessible tothe highly interdisciplinary audience
consisting of doctors,physicists, biologists, chemists and other scientists,
universitystudents and professors, engineers and medical practitioners. The book
focuses on major topics and covers the physics requiredto develop novel plasma
discharges relevant for medicalapplications, the medicine to apply the technology
not onlyin-vitro but also in-vivo testing and the biology to understandcomplicated
bio-chemical processes involved in plasma interactionwith living tissues.

Templates for the Solution of Linear Systems
lan Shepard was the brashest, cockiest, and most flamboyant of America’s original
Mercury Seven, but he was also regarded as the best. Intense, colorful, and
dramatic—the man who hit a golf ball on the moon—he was among the most
private of America’s public figures and, until his death in 1998, he guarded the
story of his life zealously. Light This Candle, based on Neal Thompson’s exclusive
access to private papers and interviews with Shepard’s family and closest
friends—including John Glenn, Wally Schirra, and Gordon Cooper—offers a riveting,
action-packed account of Shepard’s life. Among the first men to fly off aircraft
carriers, he was one of the most fearless test pilots. He endured long separations
from his devoted wife and three daughters to fly dangerous missions, working his
way up the ranks despite clashes with authority over his brazen flying maneuvers
and penchant for risky pranks. Hugely competitive, he beat out John Glenn for the
first Mercury spaceflight and then overcame a rare illness to return to space again
on Apollo 14. He took every challenge head-on and seemed to win every time.
Long overdue, Light This Candle is a candid and inspiring account of a bold
American life.

Illfare in India
Mathematics N1
Focusing on Tamil Nadu, this book examines various aspects of the failure of
welfare policies in India since Independence. Themes covered include:
demography; employment; disability; health; food and nutrition; caste
discrimination; poverty; literacy; education; social security; rural development
governance and law.

Practical Reliability Engineering
"Microelectronic Circuit Design" is known for being a technically excellent text. The
new edition has been revised to make the material more motivating and accessible
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to students while retaining a student-friendly approach. Jaeger has added more
pedagogy and an emphaisis on design through the use of design examples and
design notes. Some pedagogical elements include chapter opening vignettes,
chapter objectives, "Electronics in Action" boxes, a problem solving methodology,
and "design note" boxes. The number of examples, including new design
examples, has been increased, giving students more opportunity to see problems
worked out. Additionally, some of the less fundamental mathematical material has
been moved to the ARIS website. In addition this edition comes with a Homework
Management System called ARIS, which includes 450 static problems.

Industrial Electronics
Handbook of Induction Heating
The manufacturing industry will reap significant benefits from encouraging the
development of digital manufacturing science and technology. Digital
Manufacturing Science uses theorems, illustrations and tables to introduce the
definition, theory architecture, main content, and key technologies of digital
manufacturing science. Readers will be able to develop an in-depth understanding
of the emergence and the development, the theoretical background, and the
techniques and methods of digital manufacturing science. Furthermore, they will
also be able to use the basic theories and key technologies described in Digital
Manufacturing Science to solve practical engineering problems in modern
manufacturing processes. Digital Manufacturing Science is aimed at advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students, academic researchers and researchers
in the manufacturing industry. It allows readers to integrate the theories and
technologies described with their own research works, and to propose new ideas
and new methods to improve the theory and application of digital manufacturing
science.

Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic Imaging
The Aircraft Engineering Principles and Practice Series provides students,
apprentices and practicing aerospace professionals with the definitive resources to
take forward their aircraft engineering maintenance studies and career. This book
provides a detailed introduction to the principles of aircraft electrical and electronic
systems. It delivers the essential principles and knowledge required by certifying
mechanics, technicians and engineers engaged in engineering maintenance on
commercial aircraft and in general aviation. It is well suited for anyone pursuing a
career in aircraft maintenance engineering or a related aerospace engineering
discipline, and in particular those studying for licensed aircraft maintenance
engineer status. The book systematically covers the avionic content of EASA
Part-66 modules 11 and 13 syllabus, and is ideal for anyone studying as part of an
EASA and FAR-147 approved course in aerospace engineering. All the necessary
mathematical, electrical and electronic principles are explained clearly and indepth, meeting the requirements of EASA Part-66 modules, City and Guilds
Aerospace Engineering modules, BTEC National Units, elements of BTEC Higher
National Units, and a Foundation Degree in aircraft maintenance engineering or a
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related discipline.

Introduction to Instrumentation and Measurements
Presenting a comprehensive overview of the design automation algorithms, tools,
and methodologies used to design integrated circuits, the Electronic Design
Automation for Integrated Circuits Handbook is available in two volumes. The
second volume, EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and Process
Technology, thoroughly examines real-time logic to GDSII (a file format used to
transfer data of semiconductor physical layout), analog/mixed signal design,
physical verification, and technology CAD (TCAD). Chapters contributed by leading
experts authoritatively discuss design for manufacturability at the nanoscale,
power supply network design and analysis, design modeling, and much more. Save
on the complete set.

Microelectronic Circuit Design
Ramp up the tension and keep your readers hooked! Inside you'll find everything
you need to know to spice up your story, move your plot forward, and keep your
readers turning pages. Expert thriller author and writing instructor James Scott Bell
shows you how to craft scenes, create characters, and develop storylines that
harness conflict and suspense to carry your story from the first word to the last.
Learn from examples of successful novels and movies as you transform your work
from ho-hum to high-tension. • Pack the beginning, middle, and end of your book
with the right amount of conflict. • Tap into the suspenseful power of each
character's inner conflict. • Build conflict into your story's point of view. • Balance
subplots, flashbacks, and backstory to keep your story moving forward. • Maximize
the tension in your characters' dialogue. • Amp up the suspense when you revise.
Conflict & Suspense offers proven techniques that help you craft fiction your
readers won't be able to put down.

EDA for IC Implementation, Circuit Design, and Process
Technology
In this book, which focuses on the use of iterative methods for solving large sparse
systems of linear equations, templates are introduced to meet the needs of both
the traditional user and the high-performance specialist. Templates, a description
of a general algorithm rather than the executable object or source code more
commonly found in a conventional software library, offer whatever degree of
customization the user may desire. Templates offer three distinct advantages: they
are general and reusable; they are not language specific; and they exploit the
expertise of both the numerical analyst, who creates a template reflecting in-depth
knowledge of a specific numerical technique, and the computational scientist, who
then provides "value-added" capability to the general template description,
customizing it for specific needs. For each template that is presented, the authors
provide: a mathematical description of the flow of algorithm; discussion of
convergence and stopping criteria to use in the iteration; suggestions for applying
a method to special matrix types; advice for tuning the template; tips on parallel
implementations; and hints as to when and why a method is useful.
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JLPT Study Guide
A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares for
engineering applications, offering a wealth of practical examples.

Feedback Systems
This book gathers extended versions of the best papers presented at the Global
Joint Conference on Industrial Engineering and Its Application Areas (GJCIE), held in
Nevsehir, Turkey, on June 21-22, 2018. They reports on industrial engineering
methods and applications, with a special focus on the advantages and challenges
posed by Big data in this field. The book covers a wide range of topics, including
decision making, optimization, supply chain management and quality control.

Advanced Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Digital Design and Computer Architecture: ARM Edition covers the fundamentals of
digital logic design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an ARM
microprocessor. Combining an engaging and humorous writing style with an
updated and hands-on approach to digital design, this book takes the reader from
the fundamentals of digital logic to the actual design of an ARM processor. By the
end of this book, readers will be able to build their own microprocessor and will
have a top-to-bottom understanding of how it works. Beginning with digital logic
gates and progressing to the design of combinational and sequential circuits, this
book uses these fundamental building blocks as the basis for designing an ARM
processor. SystemVerilog and VHDL are integrated throughout the text in
examples illustrating the methods and techniques for CAD-based circuit design.
The companion website includes a chapter on I/O systems with practical examples
that show how to use the Raspberry Pi computer to communicate with peripheral
devices such as LCDs, Bluetooth radios, and motors. This book will be a valuable
resource for students taking a course that combines digital logic and computer
architecture or students taking a two-quarter sequence in digital logic and
computer organization/architecture. Covers the fundamentals of digital logic
design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of an ARM microprocessor.
Features side-by-side examples of the two most prominent Hardware Description
Languages (HDLs)—SystemVerilog and VHDL—which illustrate and compare the
ways each can be used in the design of digital systems. Includes examples
throughout the text that enhance the reader’s understanding and retention of key
concepts and techniques. The Companion website includes a chapter on I/O
systems with practical examples that show how to use the Raspberry Pi computer
to communicate with peripheral devices such as LCDs, Bluetooth radios, and
motors. The Companion website also includes appendices covering practical digital
design issues and C programming as well as links to CAD tools, lecture slides,
laboratory projects, and solutions to exercises.

Managing Complexity
This book presents papers by experts in the field of Industrial Engineering,
covering topics in business strategy; modelling and simulation in operations
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research; logistics and production; service systems; innovation and knowledge;
and project management. The focus of operations and production management
has evolved from product and manufacturing to the capabilities of firms and
collaborative management. Nowadays, Industrial Engineering is concerned with the
study of how to design, modify, control and improve the performance of complex
systems. It has extended its scope to any physical landscape populated by social
agents. This raises a major challenge to Industrial Engineering: managing
complexity. This volume shows how experts are dealing with this challenge.
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